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INTRODUCTION
By Lisa Ryder
When I started writing "A Blow in the Face”, it was after a rather massive lifestyle shift. Within a
period of two years, I went from being a single woman and an actress on a long running TV series to
being married, having a baby and moving to the suburbs. When I was pregnant, I remember a friend
telling me “you have no idea what sleeplessness does to you.” I thought, “That’s ridiculous; I’m used to
getting up at 5am and working on set 12 hours a day!” I similarly underestimated childbirth. “I do yoga!
I’m fit! I got this!” When the baby arrived, the excitement, pride and fulfillment of motherhood didn’t
materialize. My husband left town for work. The baby had colic. And I felt isolated in a city where I had
very little friend or family support. I felt like I entered a cave where my only function was to nurse and
keep the baby safe. Nights of endless baby crying and days of relentless boredom created a maelstrom of
anxiety. I did not know what was happening to me but I did not feel like myself. At the time, post partum
depression was something Brooke Shields was going through. Or it was a scary news story about a
woman killing her child. I had no frame of reference for it as it pertained to me. I did not get help. I didn’t
know I needed it. I thought, “this is my life now and I will have to cope."
When I moved back to Toronto with my very young children, I reconnected with my friend and
theatre partner, Selina Martin. We decided to workshop ideas and possibly create a show together. Now I
realize, I was trying to re-enter my creative life. It was my way of finally reaching out. Selina and I loved the
idea of personifying anxiety and created two quirky characters who plagued humans with anxious
thoughts: “Where are your keys? Did you forget your keys? Oh GOD, you forgot your keys! Why are you
so fat? What’s that sound? A burglar? Oh GOD IT’S A BURGLAR!” And other thoughts that kept us awake
at 3am...
It was actually years into the process of workshopping, and writing that I realized, I was writing
about my own post partum issues. I didn’t set out to write a play about post partum depression at all. I
wanted to express my truth about the funny, absurd, and sometimes dark journey from womanhood to
motherhood. When I started doing readings of the play, I received feedback from women of all ages
about their experiences post partum. I heard stories about fear of living up to a standard, dark thoughts,
resentment of partners; stories that had been kept quiet for fear of judgment. It is baffling to me that we
have so much shame surrounding such a profoundly life altering and almost universal experience.
Parenthood is no joke! It can be wonderful and mind-blowing but to deny that the shift can be difficult is
harmful. I wanted to communicate, in a creative way, that this experience can feel painful and disorienting
at times and also to affirm that this is all valid.
I hope A Blow in the Face will open the door to conversation about post partum issues. I hope the
audience comes along for a crazy ride down the rabbit hole of new motherhood. I hope they laugh with
us and identify with the struggle. I hope the play helps to demystify an issue that has been a taboo
subject for too long.

THEMES

Post Partum Depression, Motherhood, Magic Realism, Alternate Reality

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
Drama; Dance; Gender Studies; Family Studies; English; Healthy Living; Psychology; Philosophy
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CHARACTERS:

ALICE- A new mother
GUY- Her husband
FLUFF and CLOUDY- Two females wearing coveralls and work boots. They are blue and have fangs,
possibly wings.

CAST AND CREATIVE

Director and Choreographer- Monica Dottor
Playwright- Lisa Ryder
Based on characters created by Selina Martin and Lisa Ryder
Performers- Tess Degenstein, Jordan Pettle, Selina Martin and Lisa Ryder
Set and Costume Design- Monica Dottor
Lighting Design- Oz Weaver
Music- Richard Feren and Selina Martin
Sound Design- Richard Feren
Stage Manager- Troy Taylor
Production Manager- Suzie Balogh

About Bald Ego Theatre
Between 1992 and 1999, Bald Ego Theatre was a prolific, multi-disciplinary, independent theatre
company formed by myself (Lisa Ryder), Adam Nashman, Selina Martin and Stan Rogal.
Producing 12 original productions, we became a staple of the festival theatre scene in Toronto
garnering box office and critical success.
Influenced by mentor Herbert Olschok (Berliner Ensemble), we value imagistic, multidisciplinary
work of social relevance and independent spirit. Bald Ego productions reflected a wide variety of
influences, including the poetry of Kenneth Patchen, Roland Guigere, the music of Kurt Weill, vaudeville
tradition, dance, pop culture and the cultural roots of both Lisa’s Mennonite, immigrant experience and
Adam’s Jewish/German heritage. While the bulk of our productions were presented at festivals, we also
produced work at the Theatre Centre, The Tarragon Extra Space and Theatre Passe Muraille and toured
productions to Edmonton, Winnipeg and Fredericton.

About Nightwood Theatre

Nightwood Theatre is Canada’s leading producer of contemporary theatre created by women. Founded
in 1979 by Cynthia Grant, Kim Renders, Mary Vingoe and Maureen White, it is known as the oldest
professional women’s theatre in Canada. Since it’s founding, Nightwood has created and produced
award-winning plays, which have won Dora Mavor Moore, Chalmers, Trillium and Governor General’s
Awards. Today Nightwood remains at the forefront of developing and disseminating new work by female
playwrights in Canada, with a legacy of nearly four decades of propelling women’s voice. As a feminist
theatre, Nightwood creates a forum for a vital conversation about women’s lived experiences to a broad
and engaged audience. It brings together diverse female artists and provides them with unparalleled
opportunities and essential resources to develop and produce widely acclaimed, provocative,
entertaining and socially relevant theatre. Committed to artistic excellence, the avid promotion of gender
equity in the arts, and the successful training and development of emerging female talent, Nightwood
has become an established, nationally respected theatre.
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SYNOPSIS
The play opens on ALICE holding her baby on a subway platform, standing very close to the edge.
SHIFT
ALICE and GUY’s house. It is late at night and GUY is encouraging ALICE to sleep, but she is too
paranoid about her baby. ALICE hears a strange sound coming over the monitor. GUY convinces her to
ignore it and finally she falls asleep.
It is the next day and GUY packs to leave for work while ALICE tries to get their baby to sleep. GUY
makes too much noise, ALICE pees herself, and in this chaos they end up fighting. ALICE does not feel
capable of taking care of their baby by herself and is resentful that GUY has to leave. Finally, GUY must
leave and ALICE is left alone.
SHIFT
ALICE is asleep on the couch and, through the baby monitor FLUFF and CLOUDY are debating whether
the baby is still breathing. ALICE wakes up from a nightmare and checks to make sure her baby is ok. She
hears a knock on the door, and finds FLUFF and CLOUDY on her doorstep, telling her they came to fix
the roof. After some words are exchanged, and after CLOUDY violently disciplines FLUFF, ALICE decides
she doesn’t like the way these two conduct business and asks them to leave. They refuse to do so, as
their boss, Gustav, will not be happy with them. ALICE continues to get more and more upset at their
presence and eventually passes out with the baby in her arms.
SHIFT
ALICE recovers from passing out, and realizes that FLUFF caught and saved the baby. CLOUDY and
FLUFF question ALICE about how she is doing and lead her through grounding exercises. They discover
that ALICE is an actress, and was the star of a TV show. ALICE continues to feel weak and FLUFF, who is
also hungry, insists that they eat. CLOUDY reveals that there is a big surprise coming.
SHIFT
FLUFF and CLOUDY don’t want to do the job they have to do with the baby constantly crying. Finally
FLUFF can’t handle it and she sings a song and dances with the baby. CLOUDY and ALICE join this ritual
and finally the baby sleeps. They realize they can’t constantly do the ritual, so ALICE finds a baby swing
that she got at her baby shower. FLUFF and ALICE put together the swing while CLOUDY makes dinner.
FLUFF gets to know ALICE as they talk, and discovers that if she could be anywhere she would be at
Burning Man. FLUFF tells ALICE a story about a woman who drowned her baby.
CLOUDY enters with dinner and FLUFF dumps her drink on the ground. As they fight about who will
clean it up, ALICE begins to reveal a dream she had. This is not good, and CLOUDY blames FLUFF for
breaking ALICE. The baby starts crying again and FLUFF exits to the baby’s room with the baby. Finally
alone with ALICE, CLOUDY gives her a sleepy cake that makes her incoherent. CLOUDY tells the same
story FLUFF told earlier, revealing why her and FLUFF are working for Gustav. CLOUDY exits.
FLUFF enters to find out that ALICE ate the sleepy cake. Determined to save her, FLUFF tries to get
ALICE to leave the house, but it proves challenging because of ALICE’s groggy state. Just as they make it
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to the door CLOUDY discovers them. FLUFF, who wants ALICE to leave and CLOUDY, who wants ALICE
to stay, fight to make ALICE do what they want. Finally it is revealed that the Pixies each blame the other
for what happened to the drowned baby. Their fight turns physical and CLOUDY drowns FLUFF in the
bucket of water. ALICE takes matters into her own hands, and just as CLOUDY turns to take her baby,
ALICE uses one of the pipes from the baby swing to kill CLOUDY.
SHIFT
ALICE is back on the subway platform and steps away from the edge.
SHIFT
GUY arrives home in a flurry. The house is a mess and ALICE is exhausted. GUY realizes how tired she is
and takes care of the baby while she relaxes. ALICE speaks into the baby monitor and tells a fantasy
story, similar to the one FLUFF told her, but this is her story about what it feels like to live with
postpartum depression. GUY prepares the baby for a bath and ALICE reminds GUY to blow in the baby’s
face.
SHIFT
ALICE is back on the subway platform, but this time the oncoming train is more present. As the train
approaches ALICE makes the decision to step away from the track.

END OF PLAY

Questions for discussion:

1. Who are FLUFF and CLOUDY? What do they represent for ALICE?
2. Playwright Lisa Ryder chose to tell a story about Postpartum Depression (PPD) through fantasy.
How did fantasy help you understand PPD differently then if the play was set in realism?
3. The subway platform came back three times in the show. What do you think this repetition was
trying to say? What did the subway platform mean to you?
4. What moments in the play made you feel most connected to ALICE’s struggle with PPD?
5. How did the different storytelling elements (movement, sound, lights, etc.) work together? Was
there a moment in the play where you think all these elements worked perfectly together? Was
there a moment when you thought they were working against each other?

Suggested activities:
1. Think about an issue you are passionate about. Is it mental health related, environmental,
political, social, etc.? Think about how you can tell a story that speaks to that issue in a fantastical
way. Are there magical creatures? Is it set in a different world? How does telling the story in this
way help you tell the story more effectively?
2. Research artists in different disciplines who are making work about PPD. How is their work
different then A Blow in the Face? Which artistic medium do you connect with?
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The Difference Between Postpartum Depression
& Normal New Mom Stress
By Kate Kripke
Published by Postpartum Progress, 2012
Postpartum depression may be common, but it’s not normal. Baby blues is common and normal. So
what’s the difference between baby blues and postpartum depression?
It’s NOT normal for a woman to suffer in new motherhood. It is not normal for her to feel anxious most of
the time, it is not normal for her to feel overwhelmed most of the time, and it is not normal for her to feel
trapped and angry and uncertain most of the time. There is no doubt that new motherhood is
overwhelming and scary for most of us, but when these feelings take charge—when they become more
dominant than feelings of relative well-being—there is something else going on.
I get my feathers ruffled every time that I hear someone say that their OB told them that the distress they
were feeling was just part of being a new mom. I am concerned each time a mom says that she waited to
get help for postpartum depression because she just assumed that the way she was feeling came with
new motherhood, that she just had to get used to it, that it would go away on its own. I become furious
when I read articles or blog entries that assume postpartum depression is caused by a woman’s resistance
to all that comes with motherhood. Frankly, it’s all BS. I want to yell this from the treetops.
So, here, my friends, is a bit of a reminder for all of you, and perhaps something to use as a guide if you
are not so sure whether the way that you are feeling needs outside support. Here’s how to tell the
difference between “normal” new mom stress and postpartum depression:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Healthy (or “Normal”) Postpartum Adjustment
Some feelings of being overwhelmed, and anxiety that decrease with reassurance
Some “escapist fantasies” (a desire to run away) that occur when the logistics of mothering are
challenging but go away when your baby is soothed, when you are rested, and when you are validated
Fears about harm coming to your baby that come and go, that you know are not “realistic” but that do
not cause lasting distress, and that decrease as your experience and comfort with motherhood grows
Sleeplessness that occurs from caring for your baby at night, while still having the ability to sleep when
your baby is sleeping or when given the option to rest
Fatigue that comes from late night feedings and interrupted sleep
Some feelings of frustration towards your partner regarding differences in parenting choices or differing
roles
Moments of sadness, disappointment, or anger towards your parents when reminded of the ways that you
were parented, but the ability to hold insight and perspective regarding your own relationship with your
baby
Feelings of isolation that are caused by the increased time spent with your baby especially when a
newborn, but also a desire and motivation to connect with others
Uncertainty that comes with this new job, and building confidence that comes with time
A hesitancy and worry that comes with allowing others to care for your baby, but a willingness to do this
when you are in need of a break
A decrease in eating that is caused by the logistics of being a new mom
Temporary body aches and pains that are a result of childbirth and/or feeding
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feelings of worry about your baby’s ability to latch or feed as you hoped that decrease with feeding
improvement or that shift when a new feeding option is chosen
Acknowledgement of the challenge that comes with new motherhood, but also the ability to look forward
to things getting easier
Increases in energy that come with increases in sleep
Vulnerable feelings that come and go but that do not alter the way that you think about yourself
Postpartum Distress that Requires Support
Feeling anxious and overwhelmed most of the time, an anxiety that doesn’t go away with reassurance
Feelings of regret over becoming a mom that do not seem to go away
Repetitive and intrusive thoughts of harm coming to your baby that cause great distress and that impact
your ability to care for your baby
Thoughts of hurting yourself
Sleeplessness that occurs due to “monkey brain” – anxious thoughts that will not go away
A deep fatigue that is not alleviated with rest and/or a desire to remain in bed all day
Lacking appetite or a need to keep eating despite being full
Body aches and pains with no apparent cause
Relentless feelings of anger or rage towards your partner and/or others
Resurfacing memories about your own early childhood that cause great distress, anxiety, or sadness
Loneliness and isolation that occur while also pulling away from those who care about you; a lack of desire
or motivation to connect with others
Persistent feelings that you’re not a good mom or you’re not good at doing motherly things, even despite
validation or reassurance from others
Feelings that your baby does not “like” you because he cries or is not feeding well
Unrelenting anxiety about having others help care for your baby and a deep fear and inability to let go of
some of this control
Never-ending feelings that you will never feel better
Sudden increase in energy that occurs despite a decrease in sleep; this may or may not include seeing or
hearing things that aren’t really there
A general feeling of “not feeling like yourself”
Any uncomfortable or vulnerable feelings that persist for longer than 2-3 weeks – especially when these
interfere with your ability to meet your basic needs and/or live your life as you would like to
Please remember moms, new motherhood is challenging for all of us, but it should not be consistently
distressing or miserable. And it you are finding yourself wondering if what you are struggling with is
“normal,” a good question to ask your self is, “Is this normal for me when I am well?” If it’s not, there is
help waiting. You do not need to suffer through postpartum depression.

Questions after reading the article:
1. Which symptoms in the article did Alice experience in the play? Which do you think was the most
challenging for her?
2. Have you or someone in your life experienced PPD? Does this article accurately reflect that
experience? What elements are missing?
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Finding Art in the Dark
By Kate Kripke
Published by Postpartum Progress, 2014
Artists are often characterized as moody, dark, misunderstood. We are a suffering sort, regardless of the
form our art takes whether it be digital, acrylic, collage, words, wood, and so on. Our ability to create
something phenomenal comes from the way we view and respond to the world. Sometimes this
interpretation may even involve a tango or two (or more) with a mental health struggle. For some of us, it
may involve a lifelong diagnosis.
A friend of mine posted a link recently to an article about highly sensitive people. I found myself nodding
in response to most of the traits listed. It hit home. Highly sensitive people notice details in everything:
noise, texture, scent, emotion, and are easily over-stimulated. This can lead to labels like “shy” or
“snobby” or “anti-social,” when all we are doing is protecting our very sensitive souls.
This got me thinking about mothers and fathers who struggle with a mental health diagnosis after the
birth of a new child. There is a heightened sense of awareness which comes with this experience. I know
that I tried to overcompensate for the lack of emotion I felt (and failed miserably in the process). Fake it till
you make it, right?
Art is the interpretation of the world around us, putting it to paper or whatever your chosen form, to
present to the world for their interpretation, right?
Isn’t parenting the same thing? It’s your interpretation of the world around you, presented to a tiny
human, in the hopes they will grow up and interpret the lessons (art) you’ve created for them over the
years properly. Parenting is a museum bigger than the Smithsonian with an even more complicated floor
plan replete with trapdoors, false walls, and trick couches ready to fling you under the bus at any moment.
It’s okay to fall through the trap door.
The key to finding your way out is to find the silver lining once you fall through that trap door and turn it
into art, whatever that means to you. For some of us, that might mean cooking. Or it might mean knitting.
Or painting. Or writing.
There’s a reason art therapy is a popular form of therapy. It’s a way to release emotion and express
ourselves in a healthy way, which re-frames the pain we may feel through the creation of something
beautiful. I attribute my creativity to all the pain I have experienced throughout my life. Now not all of my
creations are inspired by pain; some of them are inspired by love. But they are all inspired by intense
emotion.
Oddly enough, when I am in the throes of deep emotion, I find myself unable to create. It is only when I
am coming out of it, much like the sunshine after a storm shining on a newly soaked field of flowers, I am
able to create and it typically happens in a rush. For me, the ability to create again is a sign of wellness.
My art is not a form of protest, exactly, but rather, a celebration of the richness, which exists just below
the surface of the world in which we live.
I remember seeing a quote once (and I am not sure where I saw it), which said that without “art” the Earth
would just be “Eh.” So very true. Art fuels everything around us, even down to the labels on products we
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buy at the store. Yes, there are other forces at work, but when you peel all the other forces away it is art.
Without it, we would live in a very “eh” world.
My primary form of creating is words. I also love graphic art and find it very soothing. Painting is another
form I will often use to let things go. Lately, I’ve been sketching with pencil on printer paper. Pretty darn
basic but it’s been quite wonderful to watch things take shape, particularly as I challenge myself to do
more and more difficult sketches.
Questions after reading the article:
1. Why do you think the author of this article is unable to create in the throes of deep emotion? Do
you think this is true across the board? Do you think yourself or some artists are at their creative
peak in the middle of emotional turmoil?
2. Do you use art to heal from experiences you have had? Can you think of famous artists who have
gone through a traumatic experience and used their art as a way of working through it?
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Excerpt 1
Fluff enters.
Fluff - Psst. Cloudy.
Cloudy - YOU'RE BACK. Thought you might have given me the SLIP!
Fluff - Thought about it.
Cloudy - Fluff Pup, this is ALICE. And LOOK what she has there.
Fluff -- What.
Cloudy- A BABY!
Alice - Shhh. You'll wake him.
Fluff - That's a baby.
Cloudy - Claw like feet she says.
Alice - Oh. Not really. That was just ...
Fluff - Fecking fairy balls...
Alice - Does she not like children?
Cloudy - LOVES them!
Fluff - Is this the right address?
Alice - We've gone through this...
Cloudy - 364. Yes. Alice, here was EXPECTING us to FIX the LEAK IN THE ROOF.
Fluff - To fix a leak in the roof?
Cloudy - YES.
Fluff - The Wisdom of Gustav is infinite.
Pause.
Alice - Are you sure you have the right address?
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Cloudy - YES. We’re in the RIGHT PLACE.
Fluff - MAY I have a word?
Cloudy - Not now, Fluff. We'll just make the best of the situation, won't we? Just have to
be EXTRA careful this time. WON’T we.
Alice - Sorry?
Cloudy - With the TOOLS etc...
Alice - Speaking of which, where are your tools?
Cloudy - TOOLS, PIG!
Fluff - WHAT?
Cloudy - Go get your TOOLS And mind you come BACK.
Fluff – Where’s my smokes?
Cloudy – Those were MY smokes and you smoked my smokes. Anyway, we’re done
with that. The BABY.
Fluff stalks away to find smokes.
Cloudy - SUCH a handful at this age.
Alice - Yes...
Cloudy - I'm libel to SMACK her in the mouth!
Alice - Pardon?..
Cloudy - So THIS is it.
Alice - Pardon?
Cloudy - Nothing. She'll be back in a moment.
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Excerpt 2
Fluff refers to the baby swing assembly instructions.
Fluff – Pipe A fits into Part 1.
Alice struggles to find Part 1.
Fluff – Pipe A. Part 1. A fits into 1.
Alice – Right.
Fluff – Then put it in the thing.
Alice – I’m trying.
Fluff – In the thing. The thing. The Bit 1.
Alice – Just…
Fluff – Gustav Almighty. There. There!
Alice – I’m trying.
Fluff – Really? It doesn’t take a bloody genius to figure out that A goes into Part 1
(grabs part 1 and demonstrates assembly. Fluff sits back down)
Alice - Oh.
Fluff - Now. Insert Pipe B into Bracket 2.
Alice - I don't see it.
Fluff – B into 2.
Alice- I...
Fluff – B into 2…. B into 2. B into…
Alice - 2! 2! I know! But there is no 2!
Fluff - Do you know which is Pipe B?… Very good. Now insert into 2. TWO! Looks like 1
but it’s the 2nd. Of several. Which are identical. 2! B into 2. B INTO 2!.
Alice – Yes. I hear you.
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Fluff – Do you?
Alice – Yes. It just doesn’t make sense to me.
Fluff – Are you or are you not capable of assembling this apparatus?
Alice – I’m …
Fluff – An apparatus that will theoretically make your life easier…? An apparatus which
one hundred thousand other half witted parents have assembled before you…?
Alice-… Yes …
Fluff – Brain damaged mothers, with no legs, and one arm, … nursing Siamese
TRIPLETS… have managed to assemble this apparatus in less time than…
Alice - Ok! Ok!
Fluff - Helpless?
Alice - You don't understand! When he was born I felt incredible. Powerful. Birth was like
the power of life actually flowing through me. Unstoppably. Only 4 hours of labour and
then I felt taken over, like an animal. Like my body was all instinct. I remember pushing.
Or he was pushing. I couldn’t stop him. Like a freight train. Then the midwife guided my
hands down and I grabbed him and pulled him onto my belly. Then. You would not
believe it. He inched his way up to my boob and started to nurse. Like in a documentary.
It’s incredible. He is a miracle. I felt. I felt like a goddess... A goddess with massively
swollen labia. … Have your heard the term "beef curtains"?
Fluff - Ew.
Alice - Too much..?
Fluff - Mmm.
Alice - Sorry.
Fluff - What's changed then?
Alice - I don't know.
Fluff – …You have created this situation yourself.
Alice - …I hate it when people say things like that.
Fluff - Like what?
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Alice - Like “Your thoughts create your reality.”
Fluff - Your thoughts do create your reality.
Alice - Well I suppose that seems empowering or something when things are going your
way but what about when they aren’t. People with cancer. Do they create their own
reality. People who are killed by drunk drivers, people who are horribly abused. Do they
create their own reality?
Fluff - You aren’t being abused. And you don’t have cancer… You have a baby…A
blessing.
Alice sticks her hand in a bag of parts to find part C and cuts herself.
Alice- OH DAMNIT!!... DAMN IT! Ow. I can’t do this.
Fluff – Can't do what?!
Alice – Forget it. FORGET IT!
Alice gives up. She cries.
Fluff - Oh. Do you have more important things to do? Somewhere you’d rather be?
pause
Alice - Burning Man.
Fluff - What?
Alice - I’d rather be at …Burning Man. I had this dream?
Fluff (under her breath) - Excuse me.
Alice - What?
Fluff - Nothing. Never mind. I love it when people talk about their dreams.
Fluff puts on some headphones as Alice speaks. Alice doesn't notice.
Alice - I had this dream. Of me. And Guy? Renting a Winnibego. I was going to wear
weathered leather outfits, knee high boots and sand goggles. My hair would have been
windswept and carelessly sexy. We were going to take Ecstasy and dance all night long.
We were going to create giant sculptures in the desert.
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